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Lesson 2:
What do you do?What do you do?

You’ve got 1 minute to find the secret word. It’s the job that Andrew wants

to do when he grows up. Write the word:................................Then,

count the letters and write down your score:...........

Lesson 2:

 Do your parents work? What does your father do? What does your mother do? Do

you like their job? What would you like to do when you grow up?

Listen, read and find2222
Mrs Stathaki wants her pupils to write about their parents’ jobs. This is what Andrew

and Sophia are writing about their parents. Listen, read and find out: “What does

Andrew’s mother do?”

My dad is a bus
drive  and drives
his bus around the
city. Look a  him in
this picture. He is
driving his bus in
Athens.

r

t

My mum is a
              hairdresser and

           works in a
                     b auty sa lon.

                Look at her
          in this

                 pictu e. She is
cutting a woman’s

hair.

e

r

Warm - up1111

My dad’s a doctor
    and wo ks in a
     hospita l.
     Look at him
     in this
     pictur . He
   is examining
a patient.

r

e

My mum’s an English teacher
         and works in a

              school. Look at
         her in this

             icture. She
             is c rrecting

         her pupi ls’
tests.

p
o



Andrew’s classmates are talking about their parents and the jobs they do. Match the

pictures to the words. Then, write the correct pair in the box:

1)…..,     2)…..,     3)…..,     4)…..,     5)…..,     6)…..,
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New words!3333

aa.. waiter bb.. reporter cc.. baker
dd.. policeman ee.. shop assistant ff.. nurse

That’s my mum in this picture. She is giving some clothes to a customer
Betty

This is his police car and he’s standing near it
Betty

My dad is baking bread in this picture
Kate

My mum is giving some medicine to a man in this picture
Kate

My dad works in a restaurant. In this picture he is serving people 
Nick

My mum is taking an interview in this picture
Nick

11.. 22.. 33..

44.. 55.. 66..

❑

❑

❑
❑

❑

❑
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5555 Let’s play!

What’s Peter doing?
Play the game in two teams.

Write the names of one

place (e.g.

park, school,

hospital) or

one thing

(e.g.basketball,

sandwich, book) on a small slip of

paper. Put your slips in a bag. Each

member from each team draws a slip from the

bag and says:

 Andrew is at the park. What’s he doing?

 Nick has got a book. What’s he doing?

A member from the other team guesses what Peter is doing. 

 He is playing football

 He is reading

If your guess is suitable for the place or

the thing, you win one point. Play the game

for 15 minutes. The team with the most

points is the winner!

Listen and write4444
Listen to these people. Find out what they do:

1. George is a ................................................................................................

2. Ann is a...................................................................................................

3. Jack is a .................................................................................................

4. Sam is a...................................................................................................

5. Mary is a .......................................................................................................
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6666 Write

LESSON 2   What do you do?

Read the information about this person’s job and write about him. What is he doing in

this picture?

Name: Neil White

Job: firefighter

Place of work: fire station

Special clothes: red uniform

Duties: driving a fire engine,

putting out fires

 Nei l White is a .....................................................................and works ................................ ..................
In this picture he is wearing ..............................................................................................................................
and he is ..................................................................................................................... ................................................

Now, interview your classmate next to you about his/her mother’s/father’s job. Write

the answers:

Name:..........................................................................

Job: ..........................................................................

Place of work: ..........................................................................

Special clothes:..........................................................................

Duties:.....................................................................................................................

Write about your classmate’s father/mother and draw his/her picture in this box. What

is he/she doing in your picture?

 .............................................................................

is a .............................................................................

.......................................................................................

and works................................................................

In this picture.........................................................

.......................................................................................
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